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SUMMARY 
The rate of thrust  change of a turbojet engine can be increased 
over that obtained by controlling only fuel flow by the addition 
t o  the standard configuration of an a i r - in le t   th ro t t le ,  a variable- 
area exhaust nozzle, or a combination of the two. Engine per- 
formance characterist ics with an a i r - in le t   th ro t t le  and a variable- 
area exhaust nozzle were predicted and control-parameter curves were 
chosen for  each of these thruet-control methods. 
A typical direct-coupled turbojet engine with a centrifugal- 
flow compreeaer which was instal led  in  a fighter airplane and con- 
.trolled by use of  an a i r - in le t   th ro t t le  system, can,at sea level and 
an  airplane  velocity of 200 milee per hour, deliver  an  increase  in 
thrust  of approximately 39 percent without a change in  engine 
speed; a t  an  a l t i tude of 35,200 feet  such an engine can be operated 
over i t s  complete range of thrust  a t  constant engine speed. The 
engine controlled by use of a variable-area exhaust-nozzle system 
can, a t  sea level  and an airplane velocity of 200 miles per hour, 
deliver an increaee in thrust of approximately 176 percent without 
a change i n  engine speed; at an a l t i tude  of 35,200 feet  such an 
engine can be operated over i t e  complete range of thrust  a t  con- 
stant engine speed. O f  the  systems considered, a combination of 
the air-inlet th ro t t l e  and the variable-area exhaust-nozzle con- 
t r o l  system gives the beet thrust control a t  a l l  altitudee; with 
t h i s  control the engine can be operated at a constant engine speed 
of 10,000 rpm for  airplane speeds ranging from approximately 200 "to 
500 mileelper hour at a l l  altitudes or at an engine epeed of 
11,500 rpm at  a sacr i f ice  in  range of airplane epeede. 
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Two factore that are important i n  the  detenninstion of the  
control and safety of airplanes i n   f l i g h t  are  t he   r a t e  at which 
thrust  can be changed and the range of thrust available. During 
raaneuvere i n  which maximum control of the   a i rp lane   l e  desired, 
rapid variations in thrust  may be required. Conventional opera- 
t i on  of the direct-coupled turbojet engine, i n  which thrust  is con- 
t rol led by changing the rate of fuel  flow, permite l i t t l e  change i n  
thrust without a substantial  change i n  engine aped (reference 1). 
The time required for a large change i n  engine epeed is  high because 
of the emal variation  in  turbine-inlet  temperature  permitted by 
the rmxinzuum allowable value of t h i s  temperature. Thruat control 
by the conventional method is therefore poor. Any method of 
Improving thrust control muet provide for  a substantial  change In 
thrust without a correaponding change i n  engine speed. Ideal thrust  
control would be obtained i f  t h e   r e q u i r e  range of thrust could ba 
obtained at constant engine speed. 
Various methods for  improving thrust control of direct-coupled 
turbojet engines are being studied, Ae part of this  general  pro- 
gram, the uee of an a i r - in le t   th ro t t le ,  a variable-area exhaust 
nozzle, and a combination of the two has been inveetigated. This 
report presents the derivation of control-parameter relations for 
use in thrust-control methods of these types. Use of a variable- 
area exhaust nozzle or an air-Inlet throttle chargee the operating 
characterist ics of the engine by changing the operating conditions 
and efficiencies of the turbine, the compressor, and the burner. 
For t h i s  reason, engine operating characteristics with ei ther  of 
theee methods of control cannot be predicted  directly from operating 
data obtained with a conventional engine. By use of an analyeie 
developed herein, operating data of the component part8 of a 
typical direct-coupled turbojet engine with a centrifugal-flow 
compressor are used to  predict   the  operating  characterist ics of 
such an engine equipped with a variable-area exhaust nozzle or 
with an air-inlet thro t t le .  Because of the important effects of 
changes i n  ram-pressure r a t i o  and in   a l t i t ude  on engine operation, 
the analysis was made for   the engine ine ta l led   in  a typical high- 
epeed fighter  airplane and the engine variables were determined as 
functions of a l t i tude  from sea l eve l   t o  35,200 f ee t  and of airplane 
speeds from 200 t o  500 miles per hour. No consideration was given t o  , 1 
1 landing conditions. I I 
The addition of a variable-area exhaust nozzle or an air- 
inlet t h r o t t l e   t o   t h e  engine permits the use of another independent 
control parameter in   addi t ion   to   the  primary control parameter, 
fuel flow, or engine speed. Design curves for the control system 
that re la te   the  independent control Variables can be so chosen as 
to obtain the best  thrust  control for the engine. 
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The  analysis  was  based on operation of the  typical  direct- 
coupled  turbojet  engine  shown  schematically in figure 1. The 
following  data  were  used  in  the  analysis,  which was developed  to 
determine  the  effects of' changea  in  the  control  variables on 
engine  operation: (1) Performance of  the  turbine  when  operating 
in the  engine  (figs. 2 to 4)  was  obtained from MACA  wind-tunnel 
data; (2) compressor  performance  (fig. 5) was  also  obtained from 
NACA wind-tunnel  data;  these  data  were  obtained  over a rang  of 
altitude  and  ram-pressure-ratio  conditions; (3) burner  performance 
(figs. 6 and 7 ) was  obtained from reference 2. 
The  extrapolation of the  data of figures 2 and 3 is  discussed 
in appendix  A;  definitions  of  the symbols used  in  the  report  are 
also  given in this  appendix. A single  turbine-efficiency  curve 
was  used  in  figure 4 because  the  engine  analysia  discussed  in 
appendix A indicated  that,  in  general, only one  turbine-operating 
curve  and  one  efficiency  curve  could  be  obtained.  Because  the 
data of figure 5 were  cbtained  over on ly  a small range  of ram- 
pressure  ratios and at only one exhaust-nozzle area (1.87 sq ft), 
the  compressor-characteristic  curves  were  lrncwn  for only a small 
range  at  each  speed.  The  use  of a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle  or 
an air-inlet  throttle  will  give a wide  range of operating  con- 
ditions  at  each  speed.  It  was  therefore  necessary  to extend the 
compressor-characteristic  curves  in  figure 5. Data  obtained  with 
this  engine  in  another  investigation  cver a wider range of air 
flows at  each  engine  speed  Justifieq  the  extension  of  the 
compressor-characteristic  curves.  Compressor  surge  was  not  encountered 
in the  aforementioned  investigation and it  was  assumed  in  figure 5 
that  the  limiting  turbine-inlet  temperature  would  be  reached  at  each 
speed  before  compressor  surge  was  reached nd a surge  line was  not 
required. The data  in  figure 6 were  extrapolated  to  include  all 
points of engine  operation  used. 
Figures 2 to 7 and the  airplane-drag  curves of figure 8 ,  taken 
f r a m  Lockheed  Aircraft  Corporation  data,were  used  to  calculate  the 
performance of the  engine  under  various  operating  ccnditions.  The 
uae  of an air-inlet  throttle  and a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle 
introduces  two  additional  independent  variables  that  can be imposed 
on the  engine.  There are  then  four  independent  engine  variables 
that  can  be  directly  controlled  by  the  pilot: (1) altitude, (2 )  fuel 
flaw, (3) exhauet-nozzle  area, and (4) throttle  pressure  ratio. In 
calculatitrg  valuea  for any set  of  operating  conditions, any four 
variables  can  be  chosen as independent. In this  report,  altitude, 
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airplane  velocity,  exhaust-nozzle  area, nd turbine-inlet  temperature 
were  chosen  and  corresponding  engine  speed,  fie1 flow, and throttle 
pressure  ratio  were found. A detailed  discussion of the  engine 
analysis  and the calculatione ueed are presented  in  appendix A.
The  derivations of the  principal  equations  used are presented  in 
appendix B . 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RISUL'I'S 
General  Results 
Before  control-parameter  relatione  can  be  determined,  it  is 
first  necessary  to how the  performance  characteristics of the 
engine  at  various  operating  conditions. 
Performance  with  air-inlet  throttle. - The effects  of use of 
an air-inlet  throttle on engine  performance  at  various  engine  speeds, 
airplane  velocities,  turbine-inlet  temperatures,  and  exhaust-nozzle 
areas  are  shown in figures 9 and 10. In figure 9 engine  speed  is 
plotted  against  throttle  pressure  ratio  for  altitudes from sea 
level  to 35,200 feet  at  exhaust-nozzle  areas from 2.4 to 1.3 square 
feet. The  fuel  flows  required  for  these  conditions  of  operation 
are  presented  in  figure 10. Lines  of  constant  airplane  velocity 
and  constant  turbine-inlet  temperature  are  shown on  the  curvea. 
Limitations  of  the  engine  operating  conditions  represented are the 
wide-open  throttle  point,  the  maximum  turbine-inlet  temperature 
of 2000° R and  the maximum engine  speed  cf 11,500 rpm.  All 
operating  conditions  represented by these  curves  are  within  the 
burner  blow-out  limit  of  figure 7. 
For  any  fixed  exhaust-nozzle  area  and  altitude,  throttling 
the  inlet-air  supply  at  constant  engine  speed  results in a decrease 
in  airplane  speed  and,in  general, an increase in turbine-inlet tern: 
perature, as shown  in  figure 9. As altitude  increases, a greater 
range  of  airplane  velocities  can  be  cbtained  at  constant  engine 
speed  by  throttling  the  engine.  The  curves  of  figure 10 show  that 
throttling  of  the  engine  increases  the  fuel  consumption  at  any  air- 
plane  velocity  and  that  the  maximum  fuel  economy  is  always  obtained 
at  wide-open  throttle. 
Performance  with  variable-area  exhaust  nozzle. - In order  to 
obtain  the  effect  of  change in exhaust-nozzle  area on the  operation 
of an englne  equipped  with a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle,  the  data 
of  figures 9 and 10 representing  operation  at  wide-open  throttle  were 
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cross-plotted  and  the  results are shown in figures 11 and 12. In 
figure 11, engine  speed  is  plotted  against  exhaust-nozzle  area  for 
altitudes  from  sea  level  to 35,200 feet.  Lines  representing  con- 
stant  airplane  velocity  and  constant  turbine-inlet  temperature a e 
shown,  along  with  the  limiting  line  of maximum turbine-inlet  tem- 
perature of 2000° R and  maximum  allowable  engine  speed of 11,500 rpm. 
The fuel  flows  required  for  these  conditions of operation  are  pre- 
sented in figure  12. In this  figure,  fuel  flow is plotted  against 
exhauet-nozzle area at  various  constant  airplane  velocities. 
The curves of figure 11 show  that  increasing  the  exhaust- 
nozzle  area  at  constant  altitude  and  engine  speed  results in a 
decrease  in  airplane  speed  and a decrease in turbine-inlet  tempera- 
ture. In general,  reduction in exhaust-nozzle  area  is  limited  by 
maximum turbine-inlet  temperature  and  increase  in  the  area  is 
limited  by  the  largest  exhaust-nozzle  area  that  will  give  efficient 
diffusion ,-om the  turbine-outlet  area. 
The  limiting  condition  of  maximum  turbine-inlet  temperature 
is  the  same  for  all  altitudes.  Maximum  power  is  reached  at  the 
intersection of the maximum engine  speed  cf 11,500 rpm  and  the 
maximum  turbine-inlet  temperature  of 2000' R at an exhaust-nozzle 
area  of  approximately 1.63 square  feet. 
The  curves  of  figure 12 show  that  beet  fuel  economies  are 
obtained  for  areas  between  1.6  and  1.87  square  feet  at an  air- 
plane  velocity of 500 miles  per  hour  and  for  all  areas  less  than 
an area  of 1.87 square  feet  at  airplane  velocities  between  200  and 
400 miles  per  hour.  The  effect of change  in  area  is  generally 
the  same  at  all  altitudes. 
Performance  with  air-inlet  throttle  and  with  variable-area 
exhaust  nozzle. - Consideration  was  given  to  engine  operation  at 
constant  engine  speed  with  both  the  air-inlet  throttle  and  the 
variable-area  exhaust  nozzle, as a means of approaching  ideal  thrust 
control. It can be  seen from figure 9 that  at  sea  level  use  of  the 
air-inlet  throttle  permitted  only a mall range of airplane  speeds 
for any constant  engine  .speed.  Figure 11 shows that  at  sea  level 
a limited  range  of  airplane sp eds ie permitted at any constant 
engine  speed  when o ly a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle  is  used  to 
control  thrust. In order  to  increase  the  range of airplane  speeds 
permitted  at  constant engine speed,  the use of an air-inlet  throttle 
and a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle  in  combination  was  considered. 
It  was  found,  from  figures 9 and 11, that  for  constant  engine 
speed,  with  the use of both  the  air-inlet  throttle  and  the  variable- 
area exhaust  nozzle,  the  widest  range  of  airplane  speeds  at  sea 
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. level was obtained  for an engine  speed of 10,000 rpm. Figure 13(a), 
cross-plotted from figures 9 and 11, represents  operating con- 
ditione  at an engine  speed of 10,000 rp, for  altitudes from sea 
level  to 35,200 feet.  Lines of constant airplane velocity eud 
turbine-inlet  temperature are shown in the  figure  along  with  the 
maximum turbine-inlet  temperature  of 2000° R ,  and  the  limiting 
condition of wide-open  throttle. A l l  the  operating  conditions 
indicated  on figure 13(a) are  within  safe  operating  limits  with 
regard  to  burner  blow-out. 
At the  constant  engine  speed of 10,000 rpm, power  was  limited 
to  the maximum power  available  at  that  speed.  Consideration was
therefore  given  to  engine  operation  at  the  maximum  engine  apeed 
of 11,500 rpm  with  both  the  air-inlet  throttle  and t h e  v riable- 
area  exhaust  nozzle as a means of approaching  ideal  thrust  con- 
trol  without  limiting  power. 
Figure 13(b) was  cross-plotted  from  figures 9 and 11 at an 
engine  speed  of 11,500 rpm  for  altitudes  from sea level  to 
35,200  feet. Curves of constant  airplane  velocity and the maximum 
turbine-inlet  temperature of 2000' R are shown  along  with  the 
limiting  condition  of  wide-open  throttle.  All  the  operating  con- 
ditions in figure  13(b)  are  within  the  safe  limits of burner blow- 
out. 
In general,  the  curves  of  figure 13(b) are  similar  to  those 
of figure 13(a). They  differ  from  the  curves in figure 13(a) in 
that  at 11,500 rpm,maximum power  can  be  attained  with  some  sacrifice 
of  the  control range available  at 10,000 rpm. From sea level  to an 
altitude  of 14,,900 feet,the low airplane  speeds  cannot be obtained 
without  exceeding maximum turbine-inlet  temperature.  Abovs an 
altitude  of 14,900 feet,a range of airplane  speeds from 200 to 
maximum airplane  speed  can  be  obtained. 
Air-Inlet-Throttle  Control  Parameters 
In the  curves  of  figure  9,engine  operation  can  be  further 
restricted  by  designating an operating line that  establiahes a 
relation  between  engine  speed and throttle  pressure r a t io .  For a 
fixed  exhaust-nozzle  area  there  would  be,  at any al itude, only 
one independent  variable  (either  engine oped or  throttle  pres- 
sure ratio)  determining  engine  operation.  This  operating line 
must  be so chosen as  to  obtain  the  complete  range of airplane 
speeds  desired  at  each  altitude  and  to  obtain  this  range i n  air- 
plane  speeds  with  the  least  change  in  engine  speed. For opera- 
tion  at a fixed  exhauet-nozzle  area,it  is  noted  that if maximum 
" . 
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engine speed is  l imited to  11,500 rpm the fixed exhaust-nozzle 
areas of 1.6 and 1.87 square feet  allow maximum airplane velocity 
a t  sea level .  Because the reference engine has an effective exhaust- 
nozzle area of  approximately 1.87 square feet, characteristics of 
the air-inlet thrott le control a t  that fixed area were investigated. 
Operating curves A-A. - Operating curves, which represent the 
relations between the control parameters that can be produced by an 
air-inlet-thrott le control system, are presented in figure ~ ( c )  . 
These curves give the engine speed that should be automatically set 
for  each thrott le pressure ratio.  The beet operating curve is  the 
one that intersects the lowest airplane speed desired a t  the maximum 
turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R and also  intersects  the wide- 
open throt t le   point  a t  the maximum engine speed of 11,500 rpm. 
Operating curve A-A in figure 9(c) was obtained by drawing the beet 
Operating curve a t  sea level and repeating this curve a t  a l l  other 
alt i tudes.  Straight-l ine relations between engine speed  and th ro t t l e  
pressure r a t i o  were used for the sake of  simplicity although any 
relat ion could be chosen. The variation of engine speed and th ro t t l e  
pressure ratio is  shown in figure 14(a). If the engine speeds follow 
t h i s  curve, the fuel flows required w i l l  be those shown in figure 14(b).  
Figure 14 can be used t o  design an air-inlet-throttle control 
system. The pilot 's  control would call  for the thrott le pressure 
r a t i o  and the corresponding engine speed of figure 14(a). The 
a i r - in le t   th ro t t le  would be controlled  to  posit ion  i tself   to  obtain 
this thrott le pressure ratio,  and a governor would be used to regulate 
the fuel flow to obtain the required engine speed. The fuel flats 
required f o r  each engine speed a t  various altitudes, as shown i n  
figure 14(b), show a consistent variation with engine speed. This 
control system, which regulates fuel f la t  by change in  engine speed, 
will operate and be stable at all points and should not ahow excessive 
hunting. 
It i s  seen *om figure 9(c) that operaticn along line A-A per- 
m i t s  the ful l  range of airplane speeds investigated a t   a l l  a l t i tudes.  
Tho approximate change in thrust  available a t  each operating point 
along line A-A can be obtained from figures 8 and 9(c). The vari- 
a t ion of engine speed with  throt t le ,pressure  ra t io   for   l ine A-A I s  
for steady-state operating conditions. Rapid thrus t  changes would 
be obtained a t  constant engine speed. Thus, for  example, from 
figure ~ ( c ) ,  at sea level  and an  airplane  velocity of 200 miles 
per hour, if the  throt t le   pressure  ra t io  were 0.78 and the   th ro t t le  
were suddenly opened, a thrust equivalent to an airplane velocity of 
approxkately 280 miles per hour would be obtained without a change 
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i n  engine speed, The change in  th rus t  is 39 percent, -om figure 8,  
considering that drag l e  equal to thrust. Figure 9(c) ehowa that 
for   l ine A-A a greater degree of thrust  control is available a t  
a l t i tude  than at eea level. 
Figure 1O(c) shows that fuel economy at  any airplane velocity 
is  best a t  wide-open thro t t le ,  and that for  all airplane velocitiee 
and alt i tudes additional fuel is required i f  the engine is thrott led.  
Thus when the engine is operating along line A-A ( f ig .  9(c)) ,  fuel  
economy is sacrificed for acceleration a t  low airplane velocities. 
In   f igure  9(c)  i f  an operating line is drawn to  obtain  greater   thrust  
control, fuel economy w i l l  be correspondingly worse. 
Operating curves for  maximum thrust control. - Another possible 
operating curve, B-B, was drawn on figure 9(c) to obtain the maximum 
available thrust control at a l l  altitudee. The variations of engine 
speed with  thrott le  pressure  ratio  for  al t i tudes fkom sea  level  to 
35,200 feet  are  shown in f igure 15( a) .  If the engine speeds a r e  made 
t o  follow t h i s  curve, the fuel flows w i l l  be as shown in figure 15(b). 
Figure 15 can be used t o  design  an  air-inlet-throttle  control 
system in  the  same manner as figure 14 was used. Because of the 
sharp variation of fuel flow with engine speed a t  low airplane veloc- 
i t i e s  and high alt i tudes (fig.  15(b)),  the regulation of fuel flow 
by change i n  engine speed, as is  accomplished in  th i s  cont ro l  system, 
may require a governor with bet ter  response  than  that  required  for 
operating  line A-A. 
Operating l i n e  B-B allows the complete range of airplane veloc- 
i t ies a t  each altitude, and gives a greater degree of available 
thrust control a t  alt i tude than d id  operating line A-A ( f ig .  9(c)) .  
In  fact ,  at an a l t i tude  of 35,200 feet  the engine can be operated 
a t  constant speed over i t s  complete range of required thrusts. 
Fuel economy. - The fuel economies for operating l ines A-A and 
B-B are  ahown in  f igure 16, i n  which fuel economy (in miles per pound 
of fuel) is plotted agailnst airplane speed for   a l t i tudes  from sea 
l eve l  t o  35,200 feet .  The use of operating line A-A gives better 
fuel economy at  a l l  airplane velocities with the improvement greater 
a t  the lower velocit ies,  and a t  a l l  altitudee except sea level than 
would be obtained by the use of operating line B-B; a t  sea level  
the economies for  the two l ines  are equal. 
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Variable-Area  Exhaust-Nczzle  Control  Parameters 
The  engine  operating  conditions  shown in figure 11 can be 
restricted  by  choosing a relation  between  exhaust-nczzle  area  and 
engine  speed.  There  will  be,  at  any  altitude,  only  one  independent 
variable  (either  engine  speed  or  exhaust-nozzle  area)  that  determines 
engine  operaticn.  The  operating  line  chcsen  here, as in the  air- 
inlet-throttle  control  system  previcusly  described,  must  be so chcsen 
as  to  obtain  the  complete  range  of  airplane  velocities  desired  at 
each  altitude  and  this  range 'of airplane  speeds  must  be  obtained  with 
a minimum  change in engine  speed. If engine  speed  is  limited  to 
11,500  rpm, maximum power  is  obtained  at  the  point  at  which  the  line 
representing  the  maximum  turbine-inlet  temperature  of 2000' R inter- 
sects the  line  representing an engine  speed of 11,500 rpm. 
Operating  curves. - The  operating  curves  in  figure 11 represent 
the  relations  between  the  control  parameters  that  can  be  produced  by 
a variable-area  exhaust-nozzle  control  system.  From  these  curve8  the 
engine  speed  that  should  be  set  for  each  nozzle  area  can  be  obtained. 
The  best  operating  curve  is  the  one  that  includes  the  maximwn-power 
point  (where  the  line  for an engine  speed  of 11,500 rpm  intersects 
the 2000° R temperature  line) and the  point  where  the  lowest  airspeed 
desired (200 mph)  intersects  the  highest  practical  exhaust-nozzle 
area  of 2.4 square feet.  Operating  curve  C-C of figure 11was 
obtained  by  drawing  the  best  operating  curve  at  sea  level  and  repeat- 
ing  this  curve  for  all  altitudes. A straight-line  relation  between 
engine  speed  and  exhaust-nozzle  area  was  again  used  for  the  sake  of 
simplicity,  although any relation  could  be  chosen.  The  variation  of 
engine  speed  with  change in exhaust-nozzle  area i s  shown in fig- 
ure  17(a). If engine  speed  is  made  to  follow  this  curve,  the  fuel 
flcws w i l l  be as  shown  in  figure 17(b). Figure 17  can  be  used  to 
design a variable-area  exhaust-nozzle  control  system. The pilot's 
control  lever  would  set an exhaust-nozzle  area  and  call  for a cor- 
responding  engine  speed, as indicated in figure  17. A governor 
would  be  used  to  regulate  the fuel flcw to obtain  the  required 
engine  speed.  The  fuel flows required  for  each  engine  speed  at 
various  altitudes a8 shown  in  figure  17(b)  show a consistent 
variation  with  engine  speed.  This  control  system,  which  regulates 
fuel  flow  by  change in engine  speed,  will  therefore  operate,  will 
be  stable  at all points,  and  should  not  show  excessive  hunting. 
Figure 11 can  be  used  to  approximate  the  change  in  thrust 
available  when  steady-state  engine  operation  is  made  to  follow 
operating  line C-C. Rapid  thrust  changes  would be obtained  at 
constant  engine  speed.  For  example,  if  at an airplane  velccity 
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of 200 a l e e  per hour at aea level, the exhaust-nozzle area l a  
euddenly reduced ircm 2.4 quare feet t o   i t a  minimum value of 
1.63 quare feet, a thruat  equivalent t o  an alrplrrne velocity of 
appriximately 320 milea per hour l a  obtained without a change in 
engine speed. The increaee in thrmat 18 approximstely 7 1  percent, 
ae iourd from fl-e 8. The oontrol could aleo be deal@ t o  
obtain e t i l l  greater thruet oontrol by allow- the msxlmnn arc# 
reduction, which would give the marlmum turbine-inlet  tanparatme 
of 2O0O0 R at any engine apeed. In the p r e c e d w  example, if the 
area were f'urther reduced from 1.63 to  approxlmtely 1.25 quare 
feet, a thrwt equivalent t o  approximately 420 miles per hour 
would be obtained wlthout a change In engine apeed, which repreaenta 
a thrust increase of approximstely 176 percent. Figure ll ahawe 
that when l i n e  C-C l a  wed a greater degree of thruat  control l a  
available at altitude than at aea level. 
Fuel economy, at  any alrplane apeed, is, in general, affected 
appreciably by change in exhauet-nozzle area at the 6malleet am3 at 
the largeat area6 (fig. 12)  . @eration along line C-C therefore 
aaorificee  fuel economy only at the low airplane apeeda ae can be 
Been by comparing rigurea 11 and 12. 
Operating carve8 for maximum thrust control. - Another poaaible 
operating curve D-B waa drawn In figure 11 that would give the 
maximurn available tbruat control at  all a l t i t d e a .  The variation 
of engine epeed and exhauet-nozzle area for al t i tudea irom aea level  
t o  35,200 fee t  a d  fo r   s eve ra l   amlane  speed8 l e  ahawn in f igilre 18 (a), 
For the engine epeeda ahawn on them curves, the  fuel  f l a w  required 
i a  shown in rime 18(b). 
Figure 18 oan be wed t o  deeige a variable-area exhaust-nozzle 
control eyetam in the same IuBnuer a8 figure 17 waa ueed. The fuel  
flows requlred for each engine e p ~ e d  at  various altittxlee (fig. 18(b)) 
ahow a ooneletent variation with engine epeed. !!!hue a ayatem %bat 
regulatea fie1 now by change in engine aped, aa l e  does in th l a  
control ayetem, w i l l  operate, be atable a t  all pointa, snd ahould 
not ahow exceaaive hunting. 
Both oporathg  l inea C-C and D-D allow operation over the 
complete ra.nge of airplane epeeda at each altitude. Operating 
line D-D w l l l  give e greater degree of available thruet control 
at altitude,  but with a 1088 in fuel economy at  low airplane 
apeeda. For example, i f  a t  an cl t i tude of 35,200 feet, aa air- 
plane epeed of 20Q lailea per hour, and an exhaust-nozzle area of 
2.4 square feet the area l a  auddenly reduced t o  1.63 quare feet ,  a 
~~ ". .... . . , 
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thrust  equivalent  to that of an airplane speed of approximately 
480 miles per hour is inrmediately obtained without a change i n  
engine speed. 
The control could also be designed to  obtain still  greater 
thrust  control by allowing  the maximum area reduction, which gives 
the maximum turbine-Inlet temperature of 2000° R at  any engine speed. 
In  the preceding example, i f  the area were further reduced from 1.63 
t o  1.37 square feet ,  a thrust equivalent t o  over 500 miles per hour 
would be obtaiaed without a change In engim speed. 
Fuel economy. - The fuel economies that oan be erpected with 
operating linee C-C and D-D are  shown in  f igure 1 9  where fuel  economy 
is plotted against airplane speed for  a l t i tudee from sea  level t o  
35,200 feet. In general, the m e  of curve C-C gives eomewhat be t te r  
fuel economy at al t i tudes above 14,900 fee t  and airplane speeds below 
500 miles per hour than the use of curve 9)-D. 
Constant-Engine-Speed Control  Parameters 
R 
The operating conditions of the engine, shown in figure 13, 
can be further  restricted by choosing a re la t ion  between the  exhaust- 
nozzle area and the throttle preseure r a t io .  There would be at  any 
a l t i tude  only one independent variable, either exhaust-nozzle area 
or throttle pressure ra t io ,  determining engine operation. Thie 
operating line should be 80 chosen a s  t o  obtain the largest range of 
alrplane speeds a t  each alt i tude.  Any operating line ehould give 
approximately the same available thrust control, because the con- 
t r o l  systam would be eet a t  constant engine apeed. 
Operating line. - In figure 13(a) a poesible operating line was 
drawn-repreeenting conditions at which a constant-engine-speed control 
system could operate. Thfe curve gfves the exhauet-nozzle area that 
ehould be automatically set for each t h r o t t l e  preeeure ratio. The 
operating line includes the maximum-power point, which is the con- 
d i t ion  where the maximum turbine-inlet  temperature curve of 2000° R 
intersecte the wide-open throttle line. Operating curve E-E was 
drawn in figure 13(a) as a s t ra ight   l ine through the maximum-power 
point and includee the complete range of airplane speede investigated 
at sea level. Thie Operating curve wae repeated at  altitude eo that 
the  relation between exhaust-nozzle area and t h r o t t l e  preeeure r a t i o  
would be unaffected by changes in alt i tude.  In figure 13(b) an 
operating  line could be choeen, i n  a manner similar t o  that wed in 
choosing  operating l i ne  E-E, which would give maximum airplane 
acceleration  became maximum power would be available at any operating 
condition shown in  figure  13(b). 
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A constant-engine-speed  control  eyetem  could be designed uem 
operating  curve E-E of f igure 13( a) . The pilot would eet the erhauet- 
nozzle  area,  which  would call for  the  correeponding  throttle pre sure 
ratio of fi$ure 13(a). The air-inlet  throttle would be  automstioal.ly 
controlled to position  iteelf  to  obtain  the  required  throttle  pree- 
sure  ratios and the  governor would be used to regulate  the  fuel fluu 
to  keep  the  engine speed constant. 
Fuel econq. - The  fuel  economy  obtained when using  operating 
line E-E of figure 13(a) is  shown in figure 20, in which  fuel  economy 
is plotted  against  airplane  speed  for  altitudes from sea  level  to 
35,200 feet. 
Evaluation of Various  Control  Systems 
Thrust-control  characteristics. - The  thrust-control  characteE- 
istics  of  the  turbojet  engine  can  be  considered i  two parts;  first, 
the  change in thrust available  without  change in engine  speed, and 
second,  that  available  with  acceleration of the  engine.  Before any 
change  in engine sped occurs,  increased  thrust is obtained  by 
increasing  the  turbine-inlet  temperature,  by  opening  the  air-inlet 
throttle,  or  by  reducing  the  area of the  exhaust  nozzle.  Engine 
acceleration  is  obtained by increasing  the  turbine-inlet  temperature 
or  by opening the  exhaust  nozzle.  The  criteriona of a thrust-control 
system are the maximum increase of thrust  available  without  change 
of engine  speed  and  the maximum acceleration of engine  speed  obtain- 
able. 
Both  the  increaee in thrust and the  acceleration of the  con- 
ventional  turbojet  engine are dependent on an Increase  in  turbine- 
inlet  temperature and a corresponding  increase in  fuel flaw. "he 
engine  is  thus  controlled, in the  conventional  manner,  by  this 
single  parameter  (fuel flow). As the  steady-state  operating values 
of turbine-inlet  temperature vary between approximately 1400° and 
1900' R, the maximum increase in turbine-inlet  temgerature  is  too 
small to  cause any immediate  substantial  increase in thrust.  Increase 
in thrust of the  engine  controlled by this  method  is  therefore 
dependent on increase in engine  speed.  Because of the  limited  increase 
in turbine-inlet  temperature 8nd the  resultant  limitation of turbine 
power  output  at  constant  engine  speed, and because of the high 
inertias of the rotating  parts,  engine-speed  acceleration  is  relatively 
low. The  thrust  control  obtained  by use of the  conventional method is 
therefore  unsatisfactory. 
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It  was  shown  previously  that  the use of the  air-inlet-throttle 
control  system  gives,  during  acceleration, an Increase in thrust 
without  change in engine  speed.  For  instance,  the  accelerating  con- 
dition  at  200  miles  per  hour  with  the  air-inlet  throttle  eet  at a 
throttle  pressure  ratio of 0.78 at  sea  level  can  be  campared  with 
the  accelerating  condition  at  280  miles  per  hour  with  the  throttle 
wide  open. If the  two  control system give  the same maximum  turbine- 
inlet  temperature  during  acceleration,  the  two  conditions  differ 
only by  the  ram-preeeure  ratios  and  the  inlet-air  drags  for  the  two 
amlane velocitiee.  The  thrust  immediately  obtained on opening 
the  throttle at an airplane  epeed of 200 miles  per  hour is therefore 
approximately  equral to that required  for 280 miles  per  hour. Engine- 
speed  acceleration  with  the  air-inlet-throttle  control  system  is 
approximately  the same as acceleration  with  the  conventional  syetem. 
At an altitude of 35,200 feet,  where  the  air-inlet-throttle  contrDl 
system  can  be  operated  at  constant  epgine  speed,  maximum  thruet  can 
be obtained at any airplane  velocity  by  opening  the  throttle. 
It was  previously  shown  that use of  the  variable-area  exhaust- 
nozzle  control  system  also  gives,  during  acceleration,  substantial 
increase in thrust  without  change in engine  speed.  For  instance, 
the  accelerating  condition  at  200  milee  per  hour  at  sea  level  with 
the  variable-area  exhaust-nozzle  control  can  be  compared  with  the 
accelerating  condition  at 320 miles  per  hour  at an exhaust-nozzle 
area of 1.63 square feet. If the  control  systems give the same 
maximum  turbine-inlet  temperature  during  acceleration,  the  two  con- 
ditione  differ only by  the  ram-pressure  ratioe  and  the  inlst-air 
drags  for  the  two  airplane  velocities. An Increase in thrust of 
approximately 71 percent  is  therefore  obtained.  immediately  when 
the  erhauet-nozzle  area  is  reduced  at an irplane  speed of 200  milee 
per hour and is  approximately  that  required  for 320 miles  per  hour. 
E~@.~+epeed acceleration  at  the  exhaust-nozzle  area of 1.63 equare 
feet I s  somewhat  lese  than  at  the  fixed  exhaust-nozzle  area of 
approximately  1.87  square  feet  because of  the  reduced  allowable  turbine- 
inlet  temperature  increase  at  the  amaller  exhaust-nozzle  area. If 
in  the  previous e q l e  the area were  further  reduced to obtain 
greater  thrust,  engine-speed  acceleration  would be sacrificed  until, 
at  the  minimum  area of 1.25 which  gives  the  maximum  thrust  (equiv- 
alent  to 420 mph), no increase In engine  speed  could be obtained 
without  exceeding  the maximmi turbine-inlet  temperature of 2000° R. 
At an altitude of 35,200 feet,  the  thrust.  required for an airplane 
speed of 480 miles  per  hour  can  be  obtained at 200 miles  per hour 
by  reducing  the  exhaust-nozzle  area  without  change in e ine  speed. 
The  variable-area  exhauet-nozzle  control  syatem,.hae  better  thrust-, 
control  characteristics  at  eea  level  but  slightly  Inferior  thrust- 
control  characteristics  at n altitude  of 35,200 feet  than  the air- 
inlet-throttle  control  system.  (See  figs. 9(  c)  and 11. ) 
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It was previously Shawn that the engine can be operated a t  a 
constant speed of 10,000 rpm by use of a combination of the variable- 
area exhaust nozzle and the air-inlet thro t t le  ( f ig .  13(a) ) .  The 
thrust   equivalent  to approximately 500 miles per hour can be 
immediately obtained at 200 miles per hour a t  sea level by opening 
the throt t le  and closing the exhaust nozzle. The constant-speed- 
control system therefore gives ideal thrust-control characteristics 
for the engine. I n  order to obtain the highest  and lawest values of 
thrust required a t  sea level,  a smal change i n  engine speed may be 
required and this  addi t ional  requirement could be incorporated i n  
the control system. 
It was previously shown that the engine can be operated a t  a 
constant engine speed of 11,500 rpm by use of a combination sf the 
variable-area exhaust nozzle and the air-inlet thro t t le .  A thrust  
equivalent t o  maximum power can be obtained at an  airplane speed 
of approximately 300 miles per'hour a t  sea level  and a t  approximately 
200 miles per hour a t  a l t i tudes  above 14,900 fee t  by opening the 
a i r - in le t   th ro t t le  and closing the exhaust nozzle. 
Fuel economy. - The fuel  economies obtained by the use of the 
various control systems a re  shown in  f igure 2 1  i n  which the fuel 
economy is plotted against airplane speed for   a l t i tudes  from sea 
level t o  35,200 feet. The fuel econmy obtained with the conventional 
engine control i s  compared with that obtained using the operating 
l ines  chosen for  maximum available thrust control for the air-inlet- 
throttle, variable-area exhaust-nozzle, and constant-engine-speed 
control systems. I n  general, the various control systems  can  be 
rated on the basis of fuel economy as follows: The conventional 
control, the variable-area exhaust-nozzle control, and the air- 
inlet-thrott le control eystems. Fuel economies for the constant- 
engine-speed control Rystem improve with altittlde and a t  an 
altitude of 35,200 feet compare favorably withtnoseobtained with 
the conventional control. 
SUMMARY OF  RESULTS 
The r a t e  a t  which thrust  can be changed on a typical  direct-  
coupled turbojet engine with a centrifugal-flaw compressor can be 
increased over that obtained by controlling only fuel  flow by the 
addition to the standard configuration of an   a i r - in le t   th ro t t le   o r  
a variable-area exhaust nozzle. By means of an analysis developed 
i n   t h i s  r,epcrt on t h i s  engine ins ta l led   in  a fighter airplane, 
characterist ics of engine operation with an a i r - in le t   th ro t t le ,  
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with a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle,  or  with a combination of the 
two a r e  predicted  and  control-parameter  curves  chosen f’rom which 
such  control  systems  can  be  deeigned. 
1. This  turbodet  engine  controlled  by  use  of an air-inlet- 
throttle  system  can,  at  sea  level and an airplane  velocity  of 
200 miles  per  hour,  deliver an increase in thrust  of  approximately 
39 percent  without a change in engine  speed. At an altitude  of 
35,200 feet  such an engine  can  be  operated  over  the  complete  range 
of thrust  investigated  at  conetant  engine  speed  with an a r-inlet- 
throttle  control. 
2. This  turbojet  engine  controlled by m e  of a variable-area 
exhaust-nozzle  control  system  can,  at  sea  level  and an airplane 
velocity of 200 miles  per  hour  deliver an increase in thrust  of 
approximately 176 percent  without a change in engine  spaed. At an 
altitude of 35,200 feet  such an engine  can be operated  over  the 
complete  range  of  thrust  investigated  at  constant  engine  epeed. 
3. This  turbojet  engine  controlled  by a combination of the 
air-inlet  throttle  and  the  variable-area  exhaust  nozzle has the 
best  thrust  control  of  the  systems  considered  at  all  altitudes  and 
flight  speeds.  With  such a control  system,  the  engine  can  be 
operated  at a conetant speed of 10,000 rpm for all airplane  speeds 
between 200 and 500 miles  per  hour  at all altitudes.  With  the 
same control  system,  the  engine  can  be  operated  at a cons ant  engine 
speed  of 11,500 rpm for all airplane  speeds  between 300 miles  per 
hour and maximum power  at  all  altitudes  below 14,900 feet and 
between 200 miles  per  hour  and maximum power  at  altitudes  above 
14,900 feet. 
4. In general,  the  fuel  economies  obtained  with  the  control 
systems  investigated  and  the  Conventional  fuel-flow  control  system 
can  be  rated as follow8  in  order of decreasing  fuel  economy:  the 
conventional  control,  the  variable-area  exhaust-nozzle  control,  and 
the  air-inlet-throttle  control. Fuel economies  for  the 10,000 r p  
constant-engine-speed  control  improve  with  altitude and at an altitude 
of 35,200 feet  compare  favorably  with  those  obtained  with  the  con- 
ventional  fuel-flow  control. 
Flight  Propulsion  Research  Laboratory, 
National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics, 
Cleveland,  Ohio’. 
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DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS 
Symbols 
The following symbols are used: 
A effective area of exhaust  nozzle, sq f t  
C compressor s l i p   f ac to r  
cP specific heat at constant  pressure, Btu/(lb)('R) 
D airplane drag, l b  
d compressor impeller diamter, 30 in .  
FJ 
Q acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 
jet thrust ,  l b  
Hf heat  of combustion of fuel, 18,400 Btu/lb 
h3 total   enthalpy of air a t  burner  inlet,  Btu/lb 
h4 total   enthalpy of gas at burner  outlet,  Btu/lb 
(hp) compressor horsepower required 
(hp) t turbine horsepower output 
J mechanical  equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu 
K1,Q constants 
N engine speed, rpm 
P total  pressure,  lb/sq in.  absolute 
P s t a t i c  pressure, lb/sq  in.  absolute 
R gas constant  for air, f t - lb/(  l b )  (%) 
T t o t a l  temperature, OR 
t static temperature, OR 
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vO airplane  velocity,  ft/sec 
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v5 
Wa air flow,  lb/sec 
gas velocity  at  exhaust-nozzle  throat,  ft/sec 
wf fuel  flow,  lb/hr 
% gas flow, lb/sec 
Y ratio of specific  heats 
6 total pressure divided by NACA standard sea-level pressure 
(14.7 lb/sq in. absolute ) 
vb combustion  efficiency  of  burner 
e total temperature divided by NACA standard sea-level tem- 
perature (518O R) 
0 relative  air  density 
Subscripts : 
0 ambient  air 
1 air-inlet  throttle 
2 compressor  inlet 
3 compressor outlet or burner inlet 
4 turbine inlet or burner out le t  
5 turbine outlet or exhaust nozzle 
Discussion 
The performance  of  the  engine  when  operating  with a variable- 
area  exhaust  nozzle  or an air-inlet  throttle was obtained fram the 
folluwing  engine  analysis. The date  presented  in  figures 2 to 4 
show  the  performance of the  turbfne  when  operating  the  engine 
and were  obtained over a range of altitude  and  ram-pressure-ratio 
conditions. In order to simplify  the  calculations, an average 
value of y of 1.35 was assumed for the  combustion gases in the 
"_ 
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turbine as w e l l  as In the erhauet nozzle. In general, turbim 
characterietics can be deecribed by a single r e l a t ion  among the 
following  quuntitIee:  preeeure  ratio P ~ / P ~ ,  corrected power 
(hp)t/Wg e4, and corrected speed N/ 6. For the centrif" 
capreesor assumed in   t he  engine, the power required can be expressed 
as follows (reference 3): 
If it is assumed that all the power of the  turbine l e  absorbed by 
the compressor and %hat he ratio of compreeaor a i r  flow to  turbine 
gas f l o w  is constant, equation (Al) then becarnee: 
A single relation  therefore  exists between turbine corrected speed 
and corrected power. Because these quantities determine turbine 
preesure r a t i o  and consequently corrected air flow and efficiency, 
there is a single re la t ion  between any two of the  turbine  quantities. 
The curves of figures 2 t o  4 will therefore remain unchanged under 
a l l  conditione of engine operation. 
Values of gas flow corrected t o  conditione in the exhaust 
nozzle were found from the  follming equation: 
For each value of Pq/P5 there is a corresponding value of 
Wfldb4 f'rarn figure 2 and a corresponding value of Tg/T4 
obtained from turbine efficiency of figure 4 and therefore a 
corresponding  value of Wg&/S, fiom equation (A3). This  rela- 
t ion  is plotted  in  f igure 22. 
In  f igure 23 the general thermodynamic re la t ion  between cor- 
rected gas flow and pressure r a t i o  is shown f o r  the exhaust nozzle. 
This re lat ion can be expressed as followa: 
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When sonic flow exis ts  in  the exhaust nozzle, Wg,f&/A as reaches a 
maximum value. For aqv given exhaust-nozzle area there is a maximum 
value of W 1/85/85 and t h w  a maximm value of turbine pressure 
rat io   ( f ig .  22),  and consequently a maximum value of turbine corrected 
gas f l aw  and engine speed (figs.  2 and 3). The smaller the exhaust- 
nozzle area, the lower will be the maximum value of P4/Ps. 
g 
Tests have sh&n that a choking condition is reached in   the  
turbine ro tor  or a t  the turbine discharge, which limits corrected 
turbine puuer a t  each corrected speed. A t  the point where the tur- 
bine operating line as determined by equation (A2) reaches t h i s  
choking limit, corrected s p e d  reaches a maximum value. It was 
found that t h i s  choking limit is reached a t  approximately the point 
where sonic velocity is reached in   the exhaust nozzle when the 
standard exhaust-nozzle area is used. This point i s  a t  a turbine- 
pressure ratio of 2.55. Figuree 2 and 3 were thus extrapolated 
ver t ical ly  from the turbine-rotor choking point. Corrected gas 
f law of figure 2 reaches a maximum value when sonic  velocity  exists 
in   the  throat of the turbine nozzle a t  a preeeure r a t io  of approxi- 
mately 1.8. 
For exhaust-nozzle areas less than 1.87 square feet ,  the exhaust 
nozzle w i l l  choke a t  turbine-preesure r a t i o s  less than 2.55 and the 
turbine-rotor choking limit w i l l  not be reached. For areas larger 
than 1.87 square feet, turbine-rotor choking w i l l  be reached before 
the exhaust nozzle chokes. For these areas it is assumed -&at 
beyond the turbine-rotor choking limit there w i l l  not be suprsonic  
flaw in  the tail pipe and that increasing P5/p5 a d  We Pda5 
in  the  exhaust nozzle and thus PQ/P5 (fig.  22) w i l l  require total-  
preeeure shock losses at the turbine exit. I n  t h i s  region a die- 
t inct ion must be made between the  total  pressure a t  the  turbine 
exit and in  the  exhauet  nozzle. The pressure ratio P4/P5 w i l l  
thus increase beyond 2.55 un t i l  choking occurs In the exhauet nozzle. 
This discussion of the  effect  of turbine-rotor choking is eubstan- 
t iated in reference 4. Turbine efficiency was defined t o  include 
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the  effect  of losses  after  the  turbine by measuring the   t o t a l  pressure 
after the turbine in   t he  exhaus% nozzle. This efficiency w i l l  
decrease beyond the turbine-rotor choking condition. 
By the use of figures 2, 3, 22, and 23, curves were drawn re la t -  
ing Fj/BO, WaF4/So, N/&, and P4/Po at  fixed  exhaust-nozzle 
areas. These curves are shown in figures 24,  25, and 26, respectively, 
and were obtained i n  the following manner: A t  each value of P4/P5, 
Wgp5/85 was obtained from figure 22. Dividing by the exhaust- 
nozzle areas gave Wg p 5 / A  B5. The corresponding value of P5/p5 
was found from figure 23. For subsonic flow in  the  exhaust nozzle, 
corrected j e t   t h rus t  was found from the following equation: 
Expansion pressure ratio p4/pO was found from the product of 
P4/P5 and P5/P5, where p5 = po, and N/ f i  was obtained Warn 
figure 3. Corrected 
wgP4/s4 was found 
a t  1.015. 
a i r  fluw was found f r o m  the folluwing equation: 
from figure 2 and wg/wa was aseumed constant 
When the  abscisea of figure 3 reaches a maximum value, sonic 
f l a w  exis ts  in  the exhaust  nozzle and P4/P5 and W g p & j 4  reach 
a maximum value. The equation for corrected jet  thrust  can be 
written as follows: 
3 2672A ,*- p /P - 2116.8 A 
60 p4 p5 - 
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For  sonic  flow  in  the  exhaust  nozzle, N / F 4  reaches a limiting 
value  if  its  value has not  already  been  limited  by  turbine-rotor 
choking. 
A l l  required  engine  operating  characteristics  can  be  obtained 
from  figures 24, 25, and  26  except  the  ram-preseure  ratio.  This 
quantity  is  obtained from the  cornpressor  plot  (fig. 5), which  gives 
the  required  compressor-inlet  pressure  for  the  air flow, engine 
speed  and  turbine-inlet  pressure  of  figures 24, 25, and 26. In 
order  to  facilitate  this  calculation,  lines  of  constant 
were  drawn  in  the  compressor  plot  and  are  shown in figure 27. They 
were  drawn  by  use of the  following  equation: 
The quantities W@;/w, and P3/P4 were  assumed  constant  at 1.015 and 
1.06, respectively.  For  sonic  flow  in  the  turbine  nozzle, W &/B4
is  constant and lines  of  constant d-2 are  straight  lines  in  the 
campreaeor  plot.  For  subsonic flow in  the  turbine  nozzle,  figures 2 
and 3 give  the  following  functional  relation 
Quation (A9) can therefore  be  rewritten as follows 
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"he compressor  characterietics (fig. 5 )  can be expressed a8 follows 
EQuations  (A10 1 and 
of  constant ,,/iQ!&j 
nozzles. 
(All)  were  solved  graphically  to extend lines 
below  the  point  of  sonic  flow in the  turbine 
The  method of calculating  engine  operating  conditio-  at any
altitude,  airplane  velocity,  exhaust-nozzle  area, and turbine-inlet 
temperature is as follows: At  the  velocity and altitude  choeen, 
the  airplane drag was found from  figure 8. The  values of airplane 
velocity, 
that  were 
altitude  pressure,  drag,  and  turbine-inlet  temperature 
choaen  were  inserted in the  following  equation 
This  relation was drawn in  figure 24 and  the  intersection  of  this 
line and the curve for  the  exhaust-nczzle  area  chosen gave the 
values of F /E and wa p 4 / 8 0 .  Corresponding  values of II/,fGi4 and 
P4/po were found from  figures 25 and 26, respectively.  Jet  thrust, 
air  flaw,  engine  speed,  and  turbine-inlet  pressure  were  thus  obtained. 
Values of compressor-inlet  temperature  were  obtained from the  altitude 
and amlane speed  chosen.  Values  of N/ pz and 4 / T F 2  were 
found and used  in  figure 27 to  find P3/P2- The  throttle  pressure 
ratio  was  then found from the  following  equation 
J O  
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In this  equation, P3/P4 was  assumed  constant  at 1.06 and P1/Po 
wae found from the  velocity  and  altitude assuming 100-percent  ram 
efficiency. 
The  temperature  of  the  air  leaving  the  compreseor wae found 
from the  following  equation 
- t 1 + 0.5079 x T3 
T2 
Burner  efficiency  was  found from figure 6 From values of Tg , T4, and 
P3. Fuel f l a w  required  was  then  calculated from the  heat-balance 
equation 
The  enthalpies  were  obtained f r o m  reference 5 ,  U g h a  was  assumed 
constant  at 1.015 in  thie  equation,  and  the  heat of combustion of 
the  fuel  wae  assumed  to be 18,400 Btu per pound. 
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APPENDIX B 
DEVELOPMENP OF mUATIONS 
Jet thrwt is  defined by the  following  equation: 
Gas flaw  can  be  written 
= A  V 144 p5 
When  this  expression ie inserted in equation (Bl), the  following 
equation is obtained: 
FA = 144 A5 p5 (” g R ts ) + 144 A (p5 - po) 
The  relation  between  velocity and pressures  in  the  exhaust  nozzle 
can  be  expressed ag follows: 
r r - 1 - 1  
Inserting  this  expression  in  equation (B3) and  rearranging  the 
resulting  expreesion  gives  the  follcwing: 
r-1 
FJ t 144 X 14.7 A -  Po ’s =[E) Y-1 t - 11 + 144 X 14.7 A (: - .) 
For subsonic f l o w  in the  exhaust  nozzle,  p5 is equal  to po and 
equation  (B5)  becomes 
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Thie equation is presented as equation (AS) in appendix A. 
For sonic flow in the exhaust  nozzle,  Pg/p5 becomes conatant 
and equation (B5) can be rewritten as follows: 
r r-1 1 
or 
3 = 144 X 14.7 A - p5 
60 PO 
- 144 X 14.7 A 
The bracketed term ie constant and equation (B7) became8 
5 I 2672 A - - 2116.8 A p5 
6O 
Because PdP5 reachee a maximum value for sonic  flaw in  the exhaust 
nozzle, equation (B8) can be rearranged ae follawe 
5 'dp0 - 2116.8 A 
6O 
This  equation ie preeented ae equation (A7) In appendix A. 
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Because Wg ,(ZJE~ is  also  at a maxim~m value for  sonic  flow 
in the  exhaust  nozzle,  equation (BO) can  be  rearranged as follows 
2116.8 A 
In this  expression,  Wg/Wa  is  assumed  constant  at 1.015; equa- 
tion (B10) is  presented as equation (A8) in  appendix A .  
The  relation among jet  thrust, airplane drag, air flow and 
airplane  velocity  is  well known and may be  expressed  by  the  follow- 
ing  equation: 
J Q 
Rearranging  this  equation  to  include  the  turbine-inlet  temperature 
gives  the  following  equation: 
This  equation  is  presented  as  equation (A12) in appendix A.  
The  power  required  by  the  compressor  can  be  expressed as 
follows  (reference 3 1 : 
Because  all  the  energy  into 
the  following  also  holds: 
@PIc = 
W a s  d N 
g 3600 x 550 
2 2 2  
= c  
the  compressor  is  absorbed  by  the  air, 
550 
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Equatiq equations (B13) and (B14) and rearranging gives the follow- 
ing  eqmt ion : 
T3 crr  d 2 2  
- T2 = + (519 g 3600 cP J) ($7 fB15 ) 
Fpr a conpressor-rotor diameter of 2.5 fee t  and an assumed s l i p  
factor C of 0.925, equation (B15) becomes 
" T3 - 1 + 0.5079 X 
T2 
This equation is presented as equation (A14) i n  appendix A. 
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Figure 1. - Typical  configuration of a direct-coupled  turbojet engine. 
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Figure  6. - Burner  e f f i c iency  as a f u n c t i o n  Q f  burner temperature 
r i s e  and pressure.  (Curve  reproduced  from  reference 2.) 
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F igure 7. - Burner operat ion as a f unc t i on  o f  burner  temperature r ise and compressor-discharge pressure, 
showing  burner  operating zone. (Curve  reproduced  from  reference 2 . )  
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F igure  8. - Drag  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  a i r p l a n e  v e l o c i t y  and a l t i t ude .  (Curve  
reproduced f rom Lockheed Ai rcraf t  Corporat ion data.  ) 
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Figure 17. - Control-parameter relat ions f o r  var iable-area exhaust-nozzle control  system using operat ing line C-C. 0 B
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Figure 18. - Control-parameter relations for variable-area exhaust-nozzle control system using operating 
1 ine 0-D. (Cross p lo t  o f  f igs .  11 and 12.) 
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Figure 19. - Variation of fuel economy with airplane velocity for  several altitudes for 
variable-area exhaust-nozzle fuel  control system. 
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Figure 20. - Variat ion of  fuel  economy with airplane 
velocity for several a1 titudes for operat ion a t  
engine speed o f  10,000 rpm using operating line E-E. 
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Figure 21. - Comparison of fuel economy obtained by operating with various 
control systems. 
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Figure 22. - Var ia t ion o f  turb ine pressure rat io  wi th  gas flow corrected to  to ta l  pressure 
and temperature in   the  exhaust  nozzle  re lat ive  to NACA standard  atmospheric  conditions ul 
a t  sea level. 
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F igu re  23. - Var ia t i on  o f  exhaus t -nozz le  p ressu re  ra t i o  w i th  gas 
f l ow  pe r  un i t  exhaus t -nozz le  a rea  co r rec ted  to  to ta l  p ressu re  
and temperature i n  t h e  e x h a u s t  n o z z l e  r e l a t i v e  t o  NACA standard 
a tmospher ic  cond i t ions  a t  sea l e v e l .  
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Fiaurt, 24. - Variat ion of corrected j e t  t h r u s t  w i t h  a i r  flow corrected t o  turbine-inlet temperature and ambient 
a i r  pressure r e l a t i v e  t o  NACA standard atmospheric conditions a t  sea level  for  several exhaust-nozzle areas. 
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Figure 25. - Variat ion o f  corrected  jet   thrust   wi th  engine speed corrected  to  turbine-inlet  temperature W OJ M 
4 r e l a t i v e  t o  NACA standard atmospheric conditions a t  sea level  f o r  several  exhaust-nozzle  areas. 
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Figure 26. - Variat ion o f  cor rec ted  je t  th rus t  w i th  the  ra t io  o f  turb ine- in le t  to ta l  pressure to  ambient  a i r  
pressure for several exhaust-nozzle areas. 
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Figure 27. - Compressor character is t ics  corrected to  compressor- in le t  temperature and p r e s s u r e  r e l a t i v e  t o  NACA standard 
a tmospher ic   cond i t ions   a t  sea l eve l .  Curves  of   constant  rat io.of   turbine- in let   temperature  to  compressor- in let   temperature 
c ross -p lo t ted  and ext rapolated. )  
for  the  engine  are  superimposed on the  compressor-characterist ic  curves,  (Data  obtained  from NACA wind- tunnel   invest igat ion,  
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